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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Covariance in Classical Physical Theories 
One of the nnost important of the fundamental principles of physics is 
that of covariance. Of special importance has been the application of 
special relativistic invariance to the theory of elementary particles by its 
providing a scheme for the partial classification of elementary systems. 
In the most simple terms, the principle of covariance allows for the parti­
tion of all possible observers into equivalence classes, within which the 
various observers will agree on the results of measurements made on 
physical systems. Of course, one need specify what is meant by "equivalent" 
observers, and what are their respective interpretations of "measurements." 
Toward this end, i t is helpful to visualize a "measurement" device as 
a physical realization of an abstract coordinate frame, such a frame 
constituting a local basis for the observer's position manifold. Indeed, 
it is the current philosophy of Haag and others that the fundamental measure­
ment device is the scattering counter. The relative displacement and orienta­
tion of the array of counters with respect to the target in a given scattering 
experiment is in a very real sense such a physical realization of a coordinate 
frame. 
Two such frames are said to be equivalent if their accelerations with 
respect to a third frame are the same, general realtivistic considerations 
being ignored. In particular, since one may devise an experiment to 
determine the acceleration of his frame independently of other frames, 
acceleration is seen to be an absolute entity. Then, the relation "has 
the same acceleration as" is clearly seen to be an equivalence relation 
in the true mathematical sense, since the properties of reflex!vity, 
"Dyson, Freeman J., Princeton, N- J., private conversation. 1968. 
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symmetry, and transitivity are satisfied. Of particular interest are 
those observers whose fra.iies have zero acceleration: such observers are 
called "inertial" observers and their respective reference frames are 
called "inertial" frames. 
The position manifolds of the most practical interest are the 
Euclidean manifold E^ of the classical inertial observers and the pseudo-
Euclidean Minkowski manifold of the special relativistic inertial 
observers, both of which are linear vector spaces and accept global bases. 
In the case of E^, such a basis may be taken to be an orthogonal triad 
fe' : i = 1, 2, 3} of vectors for which the inner product gives 
e' '  ej = 5*^ (i, j = 1, 2, 3) , (1.1) 
the associated metric tensor 6 of E^. On the other hand, a basis of 
may be taken to be a tetrad {e^: K = 0, 1, 2, 3} of vectors for which the 
inner product is the metric tensor g of 
t - 5*^^ Uj V = 1, 2, 3 e^ • e^^ = g^^'^ = ^ 0 ,u = 0, v = 1, 2, 3 (1.2) 1 u = V = 0 
Within the class of inertial frames, two such frames may differ at 
most by a transformation which brings the respective basis systems into 
coincidence, plus a transformation which then brings the correspondingly 
labelled basis vectors into coincidence. Since the forementioned observer 
manifolds E, and are in fact analytic manifolds, the transformations 
of the first type are continuous from the identity and constitute what 
2 is known as a Lie group . The transformations of the second type are the 
inversions (discrete) which are required to allow for the observer's choice 
of right-or left-handed oriented basis systems. These Lie groups together 
with the inversions constitute what will be referred to as the "invariance 
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groups" of the classical and relativistic observers, respectively. 
The Lie group contained in the invariance group of the classical 
inertial observers is the Galilean group, and consists of the "pure" 
Galilean transformations and translations, which bring into coincidence 
the origins of two basis systems, and the rotations required to bring the 
basis vectors into coincidence. On the other hand, the Lie group of 
transformations connecting the basis frames of the relativistic inertial 
observers is the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, or Poincare group, with 
translations, "pure" Lorentz transformations, and rotations. 
In the classical picture, the "state" of a physical system is postu­
lated to be completely specified by the values of the several dynamical 
parameters, such parameters, as the position, momentum, energy, and angular 
momentum, being called observables. The measurement pro :ess is taken to 
be completely deterministic, in that it is assumed that in principle an 
exact experimental determination of the observables may be made for any 
system at any time without affecting a change in the evolution of that 
system. Such a determination once made, together with the equations of 
motion, is furthermore postulated to be sufficient for the prediction of 
the values of the observables for all time. The geometrical realization 
of the evolution of a physical system is then given fay a set of trajectories 
in E^, one for each elementary constituent of the system. 
As given by Haag^, the principle of covariance thus imposes the 
following requirements on physical theories: 
"(a) It should be possible to translate a complete description 
of a physical system from one coordinate system into every 
equivalent coordinate system. 
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(b) That the translation of a dynamically possible description 
be again dynamically possible. 
(c) That the criteria for the dynamical possibility of a complete 
description be identical for equivalent observers." 
In somewhat simpler language, statement (a) implies that the observables 
must depend upon the choice of basis system in such a way that, under any 
change of basis allowed by the invariance group, observables must transform 
into observables. Furthermore, statement (b) implies that what appears to 
be a physically possible trajectory to one observer must appear so to all 
inertial observers. Lastly, statement (c) is the requirement that the 
equations of motion be form-invariant under any such change of inertial 
bases. 
Since under the action of the invariance group on the basis systems 
the various observables are seen to transform as tensor quantities, it is 
convenient to define a complementary action of the invariance group which 
affects the observable quantities directly, leaving fixed the basis systems. 
This interpretation of the action of the invariance group is termed "active", 
in that the effect is a change of all tensor quantities with the basis 
system left unaltered, as opposed to the "passive" sense of transforming 
only the basis systems. Classically, the effect of such "active" trans­
formations is to reorient the physical trajectories with respect to a given 
observer. it is clear that a "passive" transformation followed by its 
corresponding "active" transformations, or vice-versa, results in no change, 
so that symbolically 
'act -'pass- ('-3' 
In the treatment of covariance given herein, the principle of 
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covariance as a statement of the equivalence of the various inertia! obser­
vers will be taken as fundamental, with the invariance of the mathematical 
descriptions of physical systems under the "active" transformations taken 
as derived. In this way, it is clear that no a priori assumptions as to 
the intrinsic symmetries of physical systems and related processes have 
been made. For example, the laws of conservation of momentum and angular 
momentum for a closed system are seen to be direct consequences of the 
equivalence of the various inertial observers, independently of the 
internal constitution of that system. 
5. Covariance in the Quantum Theory 
With the great successes of the quantum theory in the description of 
microscopic processes, it is seen that a meaningful interpretation of 
the measurement process and the related concept of "observable" pose a 
much more difficult problem than is the case with classical considerations. 
Indeed, it is a basic assumption of the quantum theory that, in order to 
affect an observation of a system, the observer must in some way interact 
with, or perturb, the system. Thus, unlike the classical assumption of 
observer-observed system independence, the quantum theory asserts that the 
process of observation forms an intimate link between observer and observed 
system. 
The quantum mechanical formulation of the process of observation and 
measurement may be visualized as constituting an abstract mathematical 
structure Ej which consists of: 
(a) A Hilbert space H, which has as a subspace the state vectors 
which correspond to the descriptions of physically realizable 
systems ; 
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(b) A space Q of all operators which map H into itself; 
(c) A set W of "wave equations" built up from the elements of Q, 
the solutions of which are those physically realizable states of 
H. 
The quantum mechanical concept of "observable" is realized by postulating 
that to every classical observable "q" there is an hermitian operator 
"Q," of 1 so that the average result of a suitably large number of measure­
ments of "q" made on physical systems described by the state |Y) of H is 
given by the value of 
This quantity is called the "expectation" value of the classical observable 
"q" for the system described by |Y). 
In order to utilize the quantum mechanics in his description of a 
given experimental situation, an observer 0 must define a "representation" 
of V,. Such a representation is specified by the choice of manifold M 
of observer-defined parameters on which His defined, and specification 
of the observer's basis in M together with a corresponding choice of 
bases in Q and H. Such a specification is tantamount to the choice of 
which elements of Q are to be simulataneously diagonal, the corresponding 
manifold then being the space of eigenvalues of the diagonal operators. 
A natural basis set of is then the set of eigenstates of these diagonal 
operators. 
Of the most practical interest are the momentum and the coordinate 
representations, 2^^ and in which the momentum and position operators, 
respectively, are taken to be diagonal. in both cases, the manifolds 
contain as submanifolds M and M , the resoective momentum and coordinate 
op ox' 
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spaces assumed by the observers, each of which has specified a basis fra.-ne. 
Corresponding to an observer "0's" basis frame in and there are 
frames in and so that the position and momentum operators may 
be written in component form as P' and x', where i = i, 2, 3 refer the 
component to the basis system of Q chosen by the observer "0". Basis 
states of~B ' and H are then partially given as eigenstates of the p' 
op ox 
and X% respectively. The structure representatives of E may then in 
this case be partially labelled by the choice of either momentum or coordi­
nate diagonalization, together with the choice of basis in M or M , P X 
-ox-
The principle of covariance now requires that the structure E = 
[Hj W] be independent of the observers' choice of bases in M and M . 
X p 
That is, what the various observers choose to call their representations 
of Z must amount to no more than a choice of bases in H and Q of 
Thus, for two inert!al observers 0 and 0' whose basis frames in M differ 
X 
by a transformation g : 0 -» 0' of the assumed invariance group G, there is 
a unitary or anti unitary operator^ U(g) which relates and of t; by : 
U(g): - H^, (1.4) 
defined by 
U(g)|éï = i<A/' (1-5) 
where the states and represent each state of H 
such that 
= l'(qj 1^ = (1'&) 
As g ranges over the group S, the transformation U(g) is seen^ 
to generate a unitary or antiunitary representation of G, since for each 
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9^ h e Gj 
U(g) U(h) = U (gh) 
(1.7) 
and U(e) = ^ 
where "e" is the identity element of G. In parallel with the non-
quantum mechanical interpretation, such transformations as U(g) defined 
by Equation 1.4 are thus called "passive" transformations, in that they 
relate the mathematical structures and used by two inertial 
observers. 
On the other hand, since and differ only by a choice of basis 
in Hj the state j^V e of Equation 1.5 may be written as a formal 
expansion in terms of a basis [jn)} of as 
A(n)|n) . 
(1.3) 
= Id') . 
Then, corresponding to U(g) of Equation 1.5, there is a unitary or anti-
unitary operator U(g) e , 
U(g): (1.9) 
such that for each e 
U(g) ((iV = j<6' ^ e (l.IO) 
:t is apparent from uni tarity that 
I <rp' jiii'> 1  ^ = (I'll) 
for each Its') and j-i; '^ so defined by Equation 1.10. As with the passive 
case, as g ranges over G the operator U(g) generates a unitary representa­
tion of G. Hence, for each structure representation of i;, contains 
as a subspace a unitary or antiunitary representation of the invariance 
group G, under which is invariant. In parallel with the classical case. 
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such operators are called "active" transformations since they act within 
a given observer's structure representation leaving his basis system 
fixed. The relationship between U and U is seen from Equations 1.5 and 
The knowledge that each observer's structure 2^ is invariant under a 
unitary representation of the invariance group of the various inertial 
observers is seen to provide a starting point for the partial classifica-
6 
tion of the elements of H . In elementary particle theory, the invariance 
group G is taken to be the Poincare group P, so that the problem of the 
classification of the elements of reduces to the problem of finding 
the unitary irreducible representations of P,together with their corres­
ponding carrier spaces, or subspaces of which transform within themselves 
under an irreducible representation of P. In his classic paper, Wigner^ 
has classified the irreducible representations of P, and shown that in fact 
the determination of the irreducible representations is equivalent to the 
determination of all possible wave equations. Thus, it- is seen that with 
the structure S being covariantly defined, the inclusion of the set W of 
wave equations i n E i s actually redundant. 
Guided by certain classical considerations, an elementary system 
may be defined^ to be a system upon which all measurements will be 
described by states within the carrier space of an irreducible representa­
1 . 1 0 :  
u(g) \ i b )  = U(g) \ é )  
for each e H^, g e G, so that if 
( 1 . 1 2 )  
U(g) - Up(g) , 
U(g) = Up^(g~' ) ~ Up(g). 
(1.13) 
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tion of P. This definition allows one to associate with such systems 
the labels provided by the reduction of P, the most convenient labelling 
being given by the mass, spin, and sign of the energy. 
However, being defined within each observer's structure the 
Wigner^ reduction of P and the basis states for the corresponding 
o 
irreducible representations, such as constructed by Foldy and by Jacob 
and Wick^ , are not manifestly covariant. Whereas the states of used 
by a given observer are seen to transform in a covariant way under his 
irreducible representations of P, until recently there was no means by 
which such states could be easily connected with the corresponding states 
used by another inertial observer. Toward this end, the hyperplane 
formalism recently introduced by Fleming^^ is seen indeed to give a 
connection between the structure representations ••• used by 
the various observers "0", "0"' , , thus providing a manifestly 
covariant realization of the structure 
C. The Generalized Covariance of Fleming's Hyperplane Formalism 
Fleming^^ was first led to develop the hyperplane formalism by the 
desire to find a way by which the various nonequivalent position operators 
given by Pryce^', Mdller^^, and Newton and Wigner^ could be written in a 
manifestly covariant way. In his development, Fleming^^ has taken one of 
the inertial observers to be the standard, with basis tetrad {e'^: u = 0, 1, 
2, 3} in M^, and has (partially) specified all other inertial observers 
by associating with each a space-like hyperplane in defined with 
respect to the standard observer by a unit normal T] = (T|° %)), = 1, 
and by its orthogonal displacement 7 from the origin. 
Fleming'manifestly covariant representations of the various 
position operators are given by four-component operators X' Ty, tne 
components being labelled with respect to the standard observer's 
tetrad. However, due to the constraint that the operator refers to a 
"point" on the hyperplane defined by Tj and T, 
= T , (1.14) 
only three of the components may be independent. The parameter T is 
interpreted by Fleming*^ to be the "time" as used by a hyperplane 
observer. The manifest covariance of the X^('T\, T) is seen by the fact 
that, whereas the operator is equivalent to the position operator used by 
an arbitrary hyperplane observer, it is written in terms of parameters 
used by the standard observer. 
As a matter of notation. Hammer, McDonald, and Pursey'^ have called 
Fleming's'^ standard observer the "superobserver", all other observers 
correspondingly being called hyperplane observers. The particular family 
of hyperplanes with normal Tj = (I, 0) are called by Fleming'^ the 
"instantaneous" hyperplanes, the particular member with hyperplane "time" 
T = t = 0 being spanned by the space-like part of the superobserver's basis 
tetrad. 
In a later article, Fleming has developed his hyperplane formalism 
to include a discussion of the Poincare group. The hyperplane concept 
is first extended to the momentum space such that for each family of 
hyperplanes ? in corresponds a unique hyperplane with unit normal 
which passes through the superobserver's origin in As usual, the 
superobserver's basis tetrad in M is taken to be "parallel" to his tetrad 
14 in Fleming has then defined operators which generate the infinites­
imal transformations of the P o l n c a r é  group as seen by an arbitrary hyper-
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plane observer. 
In particular, the hyperplane operators which generate infinitesimal 
translations parallel to and orthogonal to the hyperplane with normal "1 
, ,14 , 
are denned by 
K"(n) ^ 
(1.15) 
H(T|) = (TIP) , 
where (~P) = with the P^ being the infinitesimal generators for four-
translations as used by the superobserver. Also, the operators which 
14 generate homogeneous transformations in the hyperplane Tj are defined 
by 
J^(l) = j  M T (1.16) 
^ Vp cr 
where the are the superobserver's generators for all homogeneous 
transformations, and the completely antisymmetric quantities are 
defined by 
[0123 = =123 = + , 
Furthermore, the operators which generate infinitesimal "boosts" orthogonal 
14 to the hyperplane are given by 
N^(Tp = . (1.17) 
The component labels of these operators refer to the superobserver's basis 
14 tetrad {e'"}. Although Fleming's operators do not transform covariantly 
in the ordinary "active" sense of transformations used by the superobserver, 
they are manifestly covarîant in the sense that they are defined, with the 
same form, for all arbitrary hyperplanes. 
In terms of the quantum mechanical structure Z, it is apparent that 
14 Fleming has chosen to (partially) specify the structure representatives 
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of V by designating the hyperplanes in with which the corresponding 
observers are associated. In order to do this, he has needed to choose 
one of the representations as a standard and specify it completely. This 
he has done by defining the superobserver's basis tetrad as the standard, 
to which all other hyperplanes are then related. A complete labelling 
of the hyperplane representations 2]^ will of course also require specifica­
tion of the orientation of the corresponding hyperplane observers' space-
like basis triads. The "manifestly covariant" operators defined by Fleming , 
given here by Equations 1.15, I.l6, and 1.17, essentially give the connection 
between the Poincaré generators of the arbitrary structure representation 
y and those of the standard Hence, the hyperplane formalism of 
14 Fleming is seen to provide, in a manifestly covariant way, the connection 
between the structure representatives 2^ of the various inertia! observers. 
As an early application of this connection. Hammer, McDonald, and 
Pursey^^ have shown how the Dirac equation'^, the Weaver-Hammer-Good wave 
equations'^, and the Weinberg wave equations'^ may be written in a manifestly 
14 
covariant form. By extending Fleming's formalism to include the case 
where the hyperplane normal is an operator instead of a c-number. Hammer, 
McDonald, and Pursey'^ are able to derive wave equations for arbitrary 
mass and spin which are manifestly covariant in the ordinary sense, and 
have no unphysical solutions nor require auxiliary conditions. Furthermore, 
18 
as has been pointed out by Mathews , wave equations such as the Hammer-
McDonald-Pur sey equations'^, which are obtained by performing a continuous 
Lorentz transformation on well-defined rest-system wave equations and 
operators, are unique. 
An interesting feature of the Hammei—McDonal d-Pursey wave equations'^ 
is that for non-interacting particles, the equations admit, for certain 
values of spin, both massive and massless particle solutions. However, 
when minimal electromagnetic interactions are introduced by replacing 
the canonical momenta with - (e/c)A^, the massless contributions 
to the solutions disappear. Also, since there are no unphysical solutions 
nor auxiliary conditions required, there is no inconsistency when electro­
magnetic interactions are introduced, as is the case with the theories of 
19 20 17 Fierz, Pauli, and Dîrac , Proca , and Weinberg 
The purpose of this dissertation is to further exploit the connection 
between the various structure representatives of S, thus preparing a 
foundation for more applications of the generalized sense of manifest 
covariance as introduced by Fleming^^^^^. Toward this end. Chapter I I 
will be devoted to a discussion of the geometrical aspects of Fleming' 
formalism. The hyperplane operators will be derived, and seen to be 
closely related to the ordinary canonical Poîncarë generators used by a 
hyperplane observer. A manifestly covariant r e a l i z a t i o n  of the continuous 
transformations of the Poincar^ group will also be given. In Chapter 111, 
9 the Jacob and Wick heliclty state formalism will be generalized to a 
hyperplane , and the corresponding generalization of the essentially 
g 
equivalent canonical representation of Foldy will also be noted. In 
Chapter IV, the localized states constructed by Newton and Wigner^ will 
g • 
first be redeveloped in terms of the Foldy representation, and will then 
be generalized to an arbitrary hyperplane. The corresponding position 
operator will also be constructed, and its hyperplane generalization seen 
to be that given by Fleming^in Chapter V, the results found herein 
will be summarized and interpreted with respect to the structure 
1 5  
representatives Z of S. This dissertation will conclude with several 
M 
remarks regarding possible applications of the hyperplane form,alism. 
With the exception of the results of sections ll-B, ll l-A, and IV-B, 
which are included primarily for review purposes, the results found herein 
are original. Although the construction of the localized states on the 
instantaneous hyperplanes given in section IV-B follows in the spirit of 
the treatment of Newton and Wigner^, it is believed that the use of the 
canonical formalism provides for a less tedious derivation of and simpler 
representation for their localized states. 
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I I. THE HYKtKKLHNt F0r\inALi3ri 
A. Hyperplane Tetrads 
The hyperplane formalism is, most simply, a restatement of the 
equivalence of the various inertial observers. in the Minkowski space, 
with signature (+ - - -), spanned by a given orthogonal tetrad 
{e":  0,1,2,3}= {(1,0,0,0),  (0,1,0,0),  (0,0,1,0),  (0,0,0,1)},  (2.1) 
an arbitrary space-like hyperplane is defined by a unit normal with 
= J. The space-like frame of every inertial observer may then be said 
to span a particular hyperplane. The observer whose rest frame is defined 
by Equation 2.1 is called by Hammer, McDonald and Pursey*^, the "super-
observer", and his space-like triad [e': I = 1,2,3} spans what is called 
by Fleming^^ the "instantaneous" hyperplane. Clearly, the instantaneous 
hyperplane has as a normal Tj ^ = (1, 0). 
Each hyperplane may be associated with an observer who has velocity 
^ say, relative to the superobserver. Each such hyperplane observer 
may then choose as a basis a tetrad of the form 
//' 0' 1' 2' 1 ' [f : u = 0,1,2,3] = {§" , ç' , r , f .} 
^  ( 2 . 2 )  
= {[1,0,0,0],  [0,1,0,0], [0,0,1,0],  [0,0,0,1] }  ,  
u' 
where the § are defined în terms of the tetrad of Equation 2.1 by 
(2/3) 
(c'')"" = ^(71) (e')' ' = .(Tj . 
Here, the quantity (|^ )^ is to be interpreted as the superobserver's 
component of the hyperplane unit vector . The quantities ^(1)) in 
Equation 2,3 are taken to be identified with the components of the trans­
formation which takes the superobserver's tetrad of Equation 2.1 into the 
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hyperplane observer's tetrad of Equation 2.2. This transformation may be 
written explicitly as 
:(T|) = 6'. - (Tl) = Tl° S 1 
' ^ +1 (2.4) 
t ' o(Ti) = ^ ; (Tl) = Tt' 
o  2 1 / 2  2 ' " l / 2  
where the identifications T|° = (1 - v ) and Tl = (1 ~ v ) v are made. 
For notational convenience, the "primed" ("unprimed") subscripts and 
superscripts will label the particular axis of the hyperplane (super-
observer) tetrad to which the subscript or superscript refers. Also, as 
in Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2, the brackets (parentheses) enclose the 
components of a vector with respect to the hyperplane (superobserver) tetrad. 
If two or more hyperplanes are to be discussed simultaneously, their tetrad 
vectors will be labelled by their hyperplane normals: 
= 5^' (1,) , §""" = §^"(Tl2), ..... (2.5) 
and be related to the superobserver tetrad by Equation 2.3 for each T). 
Clearly, the hyperplane observer need not choose the special tetrad 
of Equation 2.2, but may choose any tetrad which is related to that special 
tetrad by a Lorentz transformation r(?|; w' ), where 
w) T|^ = , (2.6) 
the w representing the three Lorentz transformation variables as seen by 
the superobserver. An arbitrary tetrad for a given hyperplane must then be 
specified by both Tj and w, and defined by Equation 2.3 with •l(~J replaced 
everywhere by r(^; w) -L(T])- For convenience, however, the special tetrad 
of Equation 2.2 will be used herein. 
The transformation t(Tl) in Equation 2.3 acts as a "passive" transformation 
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since the reference frames are transformed. However, the "active" inter­
pretation of transformations is desired in the following discussion, so 
the hyperplane tetrads to be used henceforth will be taken to be known 
a priori, defined by relations of the type Equation 2,3 together with 
Equation 2.4. Any other hyperplane tetrad may also be used, by specifying 
it a priori by Equation 2.3, with tiV\) replaced everywhere by r(T]; w) t(Ti). 
With this understanding, there should be no ambiguity as to the inter­
pretation of the sense of the transformations used. 
B. The Poîncaré Group on a Hyperplane 
The proper orthochronous Poincare group P is that group of trans­
formations, with typical element a), which carry the point with space-
time coordinates into a point with coordinates x'^ given by 
x'^ = ^x^ + a^ , (2.7) 
where 
c v = c  c  -  <  
(2.8) 
det ItI = +1 and > 0. 
Under the subgroup of homogeneous transformations of the form (^, 0), the 
quantity x^ x^ is left invariant. Here, the indices u, v, ••• label vector 
components with respect to the tetrad (e^: M = 0,1,2,3] used by the super-
observer. 
The infinitesimal generators of the abstract Lie algebra of P are 
and and satisfy 
[P-", = 0, 
fP^ = i  (g^P^ - g^P°^), (2.9) 
1 9  
[M% = i(g^ 
- . 
No confusion will arise if the same symbols and are also used to 
represent the hermitian operators which represent these generators in the 
state space of the quantum mechanical system under consideration. 
Corresponding to each continuous homogeneous transformation e P, 
there is an operator L acting on the state space such that 
L~^ P^ L = P^ , 
^ (2.10) 
In particular, the operator L may be taken to be unitary, and written as 
L (w) = exp [-^ (2.11) 
where w = - w , so that at most, only six of the components of w are 
UV VM 
i ndependent. 
One may further define the operators 
j ' = ^ e'j '" W' = M°' (;,j = 1,2,3) (2.12) 
and the Paulî-Lubanski vector 
1 P M (2.13) 
/ V oa 
123 0 123 
with € =  e  = +1. From Equation 2.9, these operators are seen to 
satify what may be called the "canonical" commutation rules for P: 
rp^, p^ = fp^, = 0, 
[p°, j '] = 0, 
(2.14) 
[P°, N'] = ip' ,  [ P ' ,  N ^ ]  = i S'J P° , 
2 0  
[j ', jJ] = - [N% = i  e'J'' 
[P', jJl =. I  e'j '" p'^ ,  I*'] = i e'J'" . 
The generate four-translations, the j ' generate rotations, and the n' 
generate "pure" Lorentz transformations, which are homogeneous transforma­
tions in the io-p1anes. Moreover, the operators and are group 
invariants in that they commute with all of the group operations. 
Since a homogeneous Lorentz transformation is in general specified 
by six parameters, three may be taken to be the parameters v, say, of a 
pure Lorentz transformation (v), and the remaining three the Euler angles 
Q;, 3, 7 for a rotation r(AGY). Thus, any such transformation ^(w) may be 
wri tten as 
t(w) = r(ap7) (2.15) 
with the corresponding operator L[^(W)] given by 
L[^(W)]  =  R [r (agy) ]  L  ^
-iaj^ -i7j3 îv'N' iv^N^ iv^N^ 
= e e e e e e 
= exp w 
= exp [ i (w^. n' + w'j j*^)] .  
The may thus be explicitly found in terms of a, P, y, and v by the 
21 
repeated use of Hausdorff s theorem: 
A B A+B+ 1/2[A, B]+... i n  ^ - l \  e e = e \l. i /) 
where only higher order commutator terms appear in the exponent. 
A translation, on the other hand, is most generally specified by four 
parameters, which are taken to be the components d^ of the space-time 
(2.16) 
2 1  
interval of translation. Then, for any such transformation t(d), 
t (d) ; -» X ^ , (2.18) 
the corresponding unitary operator is given by 
T[t(d)] = e ^ (2.19) 
where, by using Equations 2.14 and 2.1/, it follows that 
-idyP^ i[d . P - d°P°l id'p* idfpZ id^P^ -id°P° 20l 
e ' " ^ = e ~ ~  =  e  e e  e  .  
In order to discuss the Poincarë operations as used by a hyperplane 
observer, it is necessary to find the infinitesimal generators for these 
transformations. Following Hammer, McDonald, and Pursey'^, one may use 
the transformation ^(T]) of Equation 2.4, with corresponding operator L(Tp, 
to define the hyperplane operators: 
H(ti) = L(T,) P° L'' (Tj), 
-  (2.21) 
K^(Tj = J ( -n) L(Tl) p' L (Tl.) ,  
J^'Cti) = e" j(n) L(T1) j '  L'^Tl), 
N^(Ti) = J (?,) L(T|) n' L"'(Ti) . 
By using Equations 2.4, 2.10, and 2.12, it then follows that the 
definitions of Equation 2.21 imply 
H (Tl) = 71^ P^ ,  
K^(-) = P^ - T\^(Tl,^ P^} ,  (2.22) 
/(,) = 1 T: ,  
(1) = \  , 
14 
which are the operators previously constructed by Fleming . Furthermore, 
from Equations 2.14 and 2.21, together with the identities 
2 2  
W g'^ = g'"' ' - f  (2-23) 
and 
/  ;(T|) j(Tl) L (11) e'jK A"^ (T1) = (2.24) 
where 
A^(T1) 5S .(TL) L (N) A' L"' (1) _ (2.25) 
with A = P J J and N , one may show that 
[K^, = 0^ FH, J^] = 0 
[H, N^] = i  = -;(g"v -
=  -  [N^ =  - 1  J T, ,  (2.26) 
P G-
= -i K T] 
P cr 
[A = -i N 11 ,  
P CT 
]4 
as has been shown by Fleming . Since, from Equation 2.21, the 
canonical generators P^, J% and N' may be written as linear combinations 
of the operators of Equation 2.22, then these operators also generate the 
Poincaré group. As seen by either the superobserver or a hyperplane 
observer, these operators are not cc-nonical operators in the usual sense. 
The operators defined by Equation 2.21 will henceforth be called "super-
canonical" in that their commutation rules are the hyperplane generaliza­
tion of the canonical rules of Equation 2.14. In fact. Equation 2.26, to­
gether with the constraints (?!.<)= (T|J)=(T1N)=0,  completely define the structure 
constants for the abstract Lie algebra of P. In the case of the instantan­
eous hyperplane, the supercanonical generators are identical with the 
canonical generators P^, J*, and N' used by the superobserver, as can be 
seen by specializing T|^ to if" = (1, ^) in Equation 2.22. 
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The canonical generators used by a hyperplane observer may now be 
defined in terms of the hyperplane tetrad of Equation 2.2 by 
P°' = H(^) ,  
P " '  =  ( 5 ' " ) %  ,  ( 2 . 2 7 )  
j '" = (§' ')y J^(T|) = -ty' (Tl) J^(T]) ,  
N'' = (?'')„ = -T,,' (L) • Î • Î ' 
•  U  "" "AI 
It immediately follows from Equations 2.21 and 2.27 that 
0°^' = L(T1) 0°^ L'^ (T1) (2.28) 
where 0*^ (0*^) is one of the canonical generators ^ j '  j N ' (P^J  J ' ,  N ' )  
used by the hyperplane observer (superobserver). Conversely, the super-
canonical generators may be written in terms of the hyperplane observer's 
canonical generators by inverting Equation 2.27: 
H(TJ = P°' 
(2.29) 
K^(Tl) = J (T|) P*' 
J^(TL) = ;(^) J'" 
N^(T1) = J (TL) N'' . 
Furthermore, by defining the quantit ies 
9i , j ,  = (5 , , )"  ( î j , )"  (9„^ -  \  V ,  (2-30)  
u '  i  '  î  '  
one may easily show that P ,  J ,  and N satisfy Equation 2.14, with 
primes on all indices. Hence, the operators of Equation 2.27 are indeed 
the canonical Poincaré generators used by the hyperplane observer whose 
reference frame is the tetrad of Equation 2.2. 
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An operator which wil l be seen in Chapter I I I to be of considerable 
2 interest is the helicity operator, n. For the m > 0 irreducible representa­
tions, the helicity operator used by the superobserver is given by 
IT = J. P. (PJ , (2.31) 
with the interpretation that the eigenvalues of jr are the components of 
spin in the direction of motion. Correspondingly, the hyperplane observer 
uses the operator 
«(T,) = Jj. P;, ( P y  Pj. (2.32) 
for his helicity. In terms of the supercanonical generators, the hyper­
plane observer's helicity operator is, from Equation 2.27, 
n(l) = - (-K^ (2.33) 
which, for the instantaneous hyperplane, is just n of Equation 2.31. 
It must be noted, however, that the eigenvalues of K(^) are not the 
components of spin in the direction of motion as seen by the super-
observer, but as seen by the hyperplane observer. 
C. Hyperplane Transformations 
From Equations 2.22 and 2.27, i t  should be clear that the super-
canonical operators H, K^, J^, and generate P as seen by either the 
superobserver or a hyperplane observer. H and generate translations 
normal to and parallel to the hyperplane, respectively, and the 
generate homogeneous transformations within the hyperplane. Transformations 
generated by the wil l be called "hyperplane rotations" since the 
generate a group isomorphic with the group of three dimensional rotations, 
R(3). Furthermore, the generate homogeneous transformations in all 
25 
planes containing transformations which a hyperplane observer sees 
as pure Lorentz transformations. From Equations 2.22 and 2.29, i t  is easy 
to see the relationships between the various transformation parameters used 
by the hyperplane observer and those used by the superobserver. 
For an arbitrary translation t(a), the hyperplane observer uses the 
operator 
Tin; t(a)] (2.34) 
where * (TI) a' and T = a° .  For the same translation, the super-
observer uses the operator 
l i t  (a)] = 
where i t  follows that 
a"(l) = 4* av' .  (2.36) 
An arbitrary hyperplane rotation r(TL) may be parametrized in terms 
of the Euler angles a, p, y as seen by the hyperplane observer, with the 
corresponding operator 
R[^|; r(T]; a&y)] = e e e (2.37) 
= E-;AW(%,A)JW 
where 
A* = A , 
~ ^ •> (2.38) 
'W = 7 ' 
The superobserver's operator is, for the same transformation, 
LCw(^;r(a3.)] .  l/2w„ J3S 7 
(2.39) 
where 
26 
" « V O ' ' " '  S V P A  T L '  
(2.40) 
^ SVPA 2(11' • 
Similarly, a pure Lorentz transformation as seen by the hyperplane 
observer has the operator 
U , : W W  ( 2 . 4 , )  
i  I ' 
with v^(uj,) = (T]) u .  For the same transformation, as seen by the 
superobserver ,  
L[W(TI; U)] = «MV (^.5 (2.42) 
where i t  follows that 
" )  =  " A  -  W  '  K ' \  -  \  ' V  )  
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III. THE HYPERPLANE HELICITY FORMALISM 
A. Helicity States Used by the Superobserver 
Q 
Since the introduction of the helicity formalism by Jacob and Wick 
in \Sbj, helicity states and amplitudes have become widely uti l ized in 
Q 
elementary particle physics. As pointed out by Jacob and Wick ,  two 
important advantages of the helicity representation of the irreducible 
representations of the Poincaré group are: 
(1) Unlike descriptions of relativistic particle spin states 
22 23 given by Stapp and by Chao and Shirokov ,  the helicity 
formalism applies equally well to both the massive and the 
massless irreducible representations. 
(2) The interpretation of the helicity parameter as the projection 
of spin in the direction of motion is rotationally invariant. 
The global form of the helicity formalism for the positive mass irreducible 
24 
representations has been given by Wick ,  a n d  t h e  corresponding zero mass 
25 
case given by McKerrell .  In this discussion, only the massive case wil l 
be considered. 
The helicity formalism has most fruitfully been applied in the 
26 
theoretical development of and calculations involving dispersion relations, 
27 28 29 
resonance decay ,  the absorption model ,  and the Regge Pole model 
9 Despite the elegance of Jacob and Wick's theory, however,helicity amplitudes 
although covarJant in a true physical sense are not "manifestly" so. In 
this chapter, helicity states wil l be constructed within the framework of 
the hyperplane formalism, so i t  is appropriate that one f irst review the 
g 
conventional development. 
The basis states corresponding to a given irreducible representation 
28 
of the Poincaré group are most conveniently labelled by the labels of 
the corresponding irreducible representation. Such labels are seen to be 
provided by the eigenvalues of the and the Poincare invariants 
and W W^. Since the translations in the Minkowski space M form an /J X 
invariant abelian subgroup of P, the corresponding irreducible representa­
tions are one-dimensional and are taken to be labelled by the eigenvalues 
of the mutually commuting operators {u = 0,1,2,3). The operators P^P^ 
and commute with all of the Poincaré generators, in particular the P^, 
so within an irreducible representation must be proportional to the unit 
matrix. Thus, the irreducible representations may be further labelled 
by the eigenvalues of P P^ and W W^. Guided by classical considerations 
u  u  
the eigenvalue of P^P^ is taken to be and that of to be -m^s(s+1), 
s being the "spin" or rest-system angular momentum. 
Within an irreducible representation, the manifold of eigenvalue 
2 2 
parameters defined by p^p^ = p° - = m is a hyperboloid of two sheets 
in Mp, so a farther label is required to specify to which of the sheets 
the irreducible representations refer. This label is conveiently taken as 
the sign of the energy e = ± /, with operator e = P°/|P°i- Moreover, i t  
is well-known^^ that a given irreducible representation of angular momentum 
s is (2s + 1) - dimensional, so that to complete the labell ing, a "row" 
q 
label must be included. In the Jacob and Wick development, this label is 
called the "helicity" quantum number, and is defined to be the eigenvalue 
of the operator -i of Equation 2.31. 
The basis states invariant under an irreducible representation desig­
nated by the labels m, s, £, and p may now be written as |(ms) e p and 
satisfy 
29 
P P^l(nis) c p \> = rn i  (ms ) e p 
^ (3.1) 
W^W^j(ms) £ p \> = -m^s(s+1) I (ms) € p \> 
j (ms ) £ p \  > = P^ i  (ms ) € p \  > 
€ |(ms) € p À> = e 1 (ms) € p A) 
ir] ( m s )  €  P \ )  =  \  [ ( m 5 )  e  p  \ )  
where, due to the constraint p p^ = the parameter p*^ is taken to be M 
dependent and given by p° = ew(p) = gVm2 + p. p .  The usual Lorentz 
24 
invariant normalization is taken ,  so that 
((ms') s' p' \ '{(ms)e p \> = 2w(p)6^,^6^,^6^,^6^ (p'- p) 
= (P'-P) ' 
Where there is no cause for ambiguity, i t  wil l be convenient to suppress 
the labels m, s, and e-
The l i tt le group technique introduced by Bouckaert, Smoluchowski, and 
Wigner^' and Uîgner^ is used to contract the general helicity states of 
Equation 3.1 and thus discover their transformation properties. Starting 
with the standard four-momentum p = e m(], 0, 0, 0), one defines the 
state |(ms) e p which satisfies 
K) (3.3) 
and where the parameter \  is defined to be the component of spin in the 
" 3  
e -direction so that 
J ' P X ^ ~ A . | P X ^ .  ( 3 . ^ )  
For the standard foui—momentum p, the l i tt le group is the group of 
homogeneous transformations which leave p unaltered^, which in this case 
30 
is the rotation group R(3)« Under operations of R(3), the states of 
Equation 3.3 transform according to 
R[r(a3/)] 1 p \> = S [r(aP7)] jp u), (3.5) 
where r(aP7) is a rotation with Eij ler angles a,p,7 and with corresponding 
operator R[r(aP7)]. Also D^(r) is the usual (2s+l)-dimensional irreducible 
representation matrix of the rotation group, given by 
where the d-^,  fe)  are wel 1-known^^.  
m' m 
The general state is then defined by 
)p \> = (p) |p (3.7) 
where 
"Ite) = R(r;'(p)) zC(zf(p')).  (3.8) 
The t ransformation (p ' ) ,  with operator  Z^(z^(p ')) ,  is  a  Lorentz 
t ransformation in the e  -direct ion such that  
(p' ) p = p' = (eJmZ + p^, 0, Oj p) (3.9) 
with p = V" p •  p .  The t ransformation r^\^) ,  with operator  R(r^Vp))j  
is  a rotat ion such that  
TQ' (p)p' = P = (eJm^+ p^, p\ p^, p^) . (3.10) 
The general state defined by Equation 3.7 is then seen to transform 
under a general Lorentz transformation ^,(w) according to 
L(t(w))lp \ )  = T. of  [ t ( t (w))]  1 P '  (3.11) 
M 
where p' = ^(w)p and 
tCt) = P) '  I  h^Q(p) (3.12) 
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is an element of the l i tt le group R(3), with operator 
T[T(W)] = P) ' LU) H^Q(P) • (3.13) 
From Equations 2.28, 2.31, 3«^ and 
- 1  - 1  3 '  H  I T H = Z  7 t Z  =  J  
o o 
(3.14) 
i t follows that 
«I P \  > = \1 P \> • (3.15) 
Hence, the general helicity state of Equation 3.7 is an eigenstate of the 
helicity operator «, \  being interpreted as the component of spin in the 
by the various hyperplane observer's operators consistent with Equation 
2.14 with primes on all indices. A general state wil l be written as 
\ t[; (ms) 6 (T1) P(T1) X(TP\, where the f irst entry, followed by a semicolon, 
is used to specify the basis tetrad in momentum space used by the observer. 
In this case, T] specifies the special hyperplane tetrad of Equation 2.2. 
Likewise, the superobserver helicity states defined by Equation 3.1 could 
just as well be written as 1T\; (ms) e p where T1 specifies the tetrad 
[e^, e% e^, e^} for the instantaneous hyperplane T] = (1j ^). Parallel to 
Equation 3.1, the state jf]; (ms) € p satisfies 
1 2 3 direction of p = (p ,  p ,  p ). 
B. Hyperplane Helicity States 
The helicity states used by a hyperplane observer with basis tetrad 
0' 1 '  2' 3 '  {§ J § 3% ,^ } given by Equation 2.3 may now be constructed. As in 
G 
the conventional treatment for the superobserver, the states are labelled 
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G (t i) 1ti; (ms) e P \> = G 1ti; (ms) € p 
«(Tp|^; (ms) c p \> = x\Vi; (ms) 6 p .  
where € (n.) = P° /|P° |  i  s the hyperplane observer's sign-of-the-energy 
operator and « is his helicity operator, given by Equation 2.32. Here, 
R  1 •  2 '  3 ' T  p is taken to represent [p ,  p ,  p J, the three-momentum used by the 
hyperplane observer. Analogous to Equation 3.2, the normalization is taken 
to be 
<T]; (ms')e' p' It],- (ms)€ P \> = 2w(p)5^,  ^ 6^ 6^,  ^ 6^ (p'-p) 
(3.17) 
wi th w(p) = vTp., p., + m^. 
Following the same procedure as used in Section l l)-A, one defines the 
state {T]; (ms) € p which corresponds to a hyperplane standard four-
momentum p =€mfl, Oj Oj O] y such that 
|TI; (ms) € p \> = p^' \t \; (ms) € p .  (3.18) 
As seen by the superobserver, this standard momentum is p^ = e m The 
parameter À. is defined to be the component of spin (as seen by the hyper­
plane observer) in the -direction, so that 
M; P x> = XIT]; P X'/ . (3.19) 
The l i tt le group is the group of homogeneous transformations which leave 
p fixed, which is in this case the group of hyperplane rotations R^(3)-
Under operations of R^(3)j which is isomorphic to R(3) = R^^3), the states 
of Equation 3-18 transform according to 
RJTI; r(T|; APR)] |TI; P X> = E D^^[r(T|; AP?)] \ t \ ;  P u),  (3.20) 
where r(T; ap?) is a hyperplane rotation with Euler angles CX, Ç>, 7 with 
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respect to [ Ç '  ^ ^ }, and with corresponding operator R[T|; r {t \', AGY)] 
given by Equation 2.37« D^(r) is the same (2s + 1)-dimensional irreducible 
representation matrix as given by Equation 3.6, with 5%, "/ now being 
interpreted with respect to the hyperplane triad, not the superobserver 
tr i ad. 
The general state may thus be defined by 
1 p  \ >  =  H ^ ( T I ;  P ) | T I ;  P  ( 3 . 2 1 )  
as the hyperplane generalization of Equation 3.7, with 
H^(T1; P) = R(^; p)) (N; Z^ (p' )). (3.22) 
The transformation z^ (T|; p'), with operator (F^; (p')), is a Lorentz 
transformation in the ^ -direction so that 
^ ("H; £' ) P = P' = [e/m^ + 0, 0_, p], (3.23) 
with p = Vp.,p.,. The transformation p)j with operator R(^; r ^(p)), 
is a hyperplane rotation such that 
r^^fp) p' = p = leJm^ + p^, p^ ,  J • (3.24) 
The general state defined by Equation 3.21 is then seen to transform u n d e r  
a general hyperplane transformation i ,{\, w(ti)) j analogous to Equation 3.11, 
according to 
T(Q; w)] 1?,; p \> = S I"(?.; l ) 1  [N,; P' (3.25) 
u  
f I 
with p'j, = ly (71; w(T])) p.,_, and where 
(TI; = H^O(TI; T P)"^ T (TI, £) (3.26) 
is an element of the l i tt le group R_(3) with operator 
t( i; w)] = I  p] ^ L(^; j/J (n; p) .  (3.27) 
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Furthermore, from Equations 2.32, 3.19, 3.27, and 
^ n(Tl) = Z' ' j t(Tl) Z' = ,  (3.28) 
i  t fol lows that 
RT(TI)[T]; p \> = \!TI; P (3.29) 
analogous to Equation 3.15. Hence, the general hyperplane state of 
Equation 3.21 is an eigenstate of the hyperplane helicity operator n(Tp, \  
r  1  '  2 '  being interpreted as the component of spin in the direction of p = LP ,  p ,  
p^ J. For the particular case of the instantaneous hyperplane, of course, 
these states are identical with the conventional helicity states. 
C. The Hyperplane Helîcity States as Used by the Superobserver 
I t was seen in Section I l-C that the Poincarë group as seen by a 
hyperplane observer may also be parametrized in terms of superobserver 
variables. Indeed, by uti l izing the intermediate status of the supei— 
canonical generators, the hyperplane helicity states may now be written in 
terms of the momenta used by the superobserver. Such states are defined by 
|Tt; (ms), e(T|), k(Tp, \(Tl)> = |T|; (ms) 6 (n) p(^) A.(T1)>, (3.30) 
where = (^.,)^ p' = .  (T|) p' is the hyperplane three-momentum as 
seen by the superobserver. Where the context permits, these states wil l 
be written as |T^; (ms) e k x) or jl]; k where i t  is understood that 
k = k(T), e = 6 (TI,), and \  = X (T|) are the three-momenta, sign-of-the-energy 
and helicity as used by the hyperplane observer, not the superobserver. 
Due to the constraint Tl^k^ = 0, however, the symbol k(TP in the ket of 
1 2 3 Equation 3*30 need only represent (k ,  k ,  k ). Then, by replacing the 
hyperplane operators with the supercanonical operators in Equation 2.29 
35 
and using Equations 3.16 and 3.30, i t  follows that 
( 3 . 3 1 )  
H(T1)(^; (ms) € k A.> = e v'm^ + (ms) € k 
K^(TI)|^; (ms) e k \> = k^(ms) e k  
€ (TI) 1^; (ms) e k \> = e (ms) e k 
^(T,)!^; (ms) e k \> = x|T|; (ms) € k 
where k^ = -k^k^ ^ 0 and k° = T) • k/T|° is well-defined. By replacing the 
states jl]; (ms) € p \> by |iq; (ms) e k \> in Equation 3.25, these states 
are seen to transform under hyperplane Lorentz transformations according to 
L[^(T1, w)] 1^; k \) = E D^^[t(T^ l)] k' u), (3-32) 
where k^ = t('ï]f w)) k with 
T(T|; w)) = (i l) I j , (TI; W) .(%) 
= ( S ' " ) ^  (i l; w) ( Ç J , ) ^  ( 3 . 3 3 )  
^(n; w) being the Lorentz transformation used by the hyperplane observer. 
By using Equations 2.39 and 2.42, the hyperplane observer's operators 
L(^|; z) and T(TI,; t) have been replaced by L(T(T|; w)) and T(t(TI; w)) used 
by the superobserver. 
The normalization of the hyperplane states defined by Equation 3.34 
is found by considering the Lorentz invariant integral 
3 
I = : ^p) O: ("=' '  h; (ms) s p =. t  
(3.34) 
o '  
used by the hyperplane observer. This integration can be extended to p 
3 1 '  2 '  3 '  by noting that since dp = dp dp dp and 
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fd^p F(p) = Pd^p F (g) rdp° 6(P° ) 
4 o'  (3-35)  
= Jd p F(p) 6(P ) J 
then 
,4 
I  = r—P 6(p° )(Tt; (ms') €' p' I t i; (ms) € p . (3-36) 
•2w(p) 
By performing the variable transformation p^, = and replacing 
the states |t i; (ms) e p \> by j?,; (ms) e one f inds that 
I  =  f» d k 6(T ]k) ) gi  1^1 (ms) € k (3.37) 
• 2S/ M^ + K2 
where k^ = -k k^, d^p = d^k, and p° = (TI) k = TL^ k have been used. 
M o 'v V 
Hence, the normalization is given by 
(T.; (ms')e' k' |TI; (ms) € k \> = ^0^^,  ^ 6 (k'-k), (3.38) 
where, analogous to the usual Lorentz invariant 6(p'-p) = 2w(p)6^ (p'-p), 
1 /2  
5(k'-k) = 211°+ k .  k - a^fk'-k), (3-39) 
TP 
the factor of 1]° necessary to cancel the factor of ( if) ^ which appears from 
6 (Tlk) when the integration over k° is performed. 
The relationship between the hyperplane helicity states used by the 
superobserver and his conventional helicity states is most readily seen 
by f irst noting that the hyperplane rest states of Equation 3.18 may be 
defined as related to the conventional rest states of Equation 3.3 by the 
transformation of Equation 2.4: 
h; p(Tl) \(TL)> = L(?j I  P \ > (3.40) 
where 
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P(L) = (CM, 0 ) = M C(L) Ù(TP ^ 
(3.41 ) 
= e (Ti,) m n = [e (Tl) m, 0 ], 
where € = t (~1,) = ± 1. The transformation tCl) may be used either in the 
"passive" sense, in which case i t  transforms the tetrad fe^} into ], 
as seen by 
t(T|)(e m, 0) = [e (T]) m, O] = [e m, O], (3.42) 
or in the "active" sense, in which case i t  transforms p = (c m, 0) into 
p'^ = € (T]) m = e m T]'" • (3 .43 )  
Acting on the ket vector used by the superobserver, L ("n) must be taken 
in the "active" sense, since the ket is associated with the fixed super-
observer tetrad {e^}. The appearance of the "passive" possibil ity is of 
course due to the definit ion Equation 2.3 of-the hvperplane observer's 
tetrad. 
Using the transformation property Equation 3.11 for the instantaneous 
hyperplane states, which have been seen to be identical with the conven­
tional states. Equation 3.4 0 becomes 
1^; p(Tl) \(Tl)> = % D\[t^ (^; ^(Tl))]jpu> (3.44) 
M 
where p^ = e (T|) m "n^, and 
(Ij; l ( ' ) )  =  h^^ (Tj; p) (3.45) 
is an element of the group of rotations R (3) in the instantaneous hyper­
plane. Also, from Equation 2.28, i t  follows that 
J^' = L(il) (T|) (3.46) 
so that the helicity interpretation is preserved: 
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I P \> = L '^Cn) J^'L(TI) • p(TP \(T1)> (3.47) 
= \ J P %. ) • 
From Equation 3.7, the general state for the instantaneous hyper­
plane is gi ven by 
!p \> = (p) I  p (3.48) 
wi th 
P = h^^ (p) P = r^ ^ (p) (p)p .  (3.49) 
Then, by using Equations 3.21, 3.40, and 3.48, the connection between the 
hyperplane helicity states and the conventional helicity states is seen to 
be given by 
I?.; P' (T,)\(T])> = (-[]; p') L(L) H^^(p)"' jp (3.50) 
wi th 
(P')"' .  pO 
= h/ (Tl; p. )" ' p (Tl) 
being the hyperplane components of an arbitrary four-momentum. in 
particular, i f  p' and p are taken to refer to the same four-momentum 
vector, as seen by the hyperplane observer and the superobserver, respectively, 
i t  follows from Equation 2.3 that 
p.  
-1 U (3-52) 
= (T (TO P)^ . 
This comes about due to the ^ priori definit ion of the hyperplane tetrad 
M' }, so that in Equation 3.52 the transformation &(^) must be interpreted 
in the "passive" sense. With the understanding that the corresponding 
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- 1  
"active" and "passive" transformation operators are related by L = L ,  3CT P3SS 
i t follows that in the case of Equation 3.5^ 
H%rn; (r 'p)] L(TI) H^^(P)"^ = L(T1) (3-53) 
with the "active" interpretation. Then, Equation 3.50 is equivalent to 
h,; p(Ti) = 1(11)1 \> (3.54) 
or 
where 
; K(Tl) A.(T])> = L(T1) !(-?," V)\> (3.55) 
k^(^) = ^.^j(Tl) p' '  (T|) = t^'p^ 
(3.56) 
= - TL^(TLP) . 
It then follows from Equation 3'54 that the relationship between the 
states used by observers on two different hyperplanes and with 
MI I ^ 
corresponding tetrads } and } defined by Equation 2 .3 ,  is given 
by 
= L(Ti2) (T],) 1TI, ;  P(T1, ) \(T1, )> (3.57) 
where 
(PG)*" = ' (3-58) 
The superobserver's hyperplane helicity states for the two hyperplanes are 
then related by 
t l j  ;  kfTlg) = i-(\, "Hj)!^; k(^,) x(Tl|)> (3.59) 
where 
l-(v Tl|) 5 I-CTIj )  
!<,(%) '  k,T|, L G-SO) 
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H, - (PO)° = , 
\^ = ^ ' 
D. The Canonical Formalism 
At this point, i t  is of some interest to note the hyperplane 
G 
generalization of Foldy's canonical representation. Like the Jacob and 
Q 
Wick helicity representation, the canonical states also form a basis 
2 for the m >0 irreducible representation carrier spaces of P, but differ 
from the helicity states in that the spin label \  is interpreted as the 
component of angular momentum in the e^-direction, instead of the p-
direction. The general canonical state j(ms) e p is related to the 
rest frame state of Equation 3.3 by 
Urns) 6 p (p) 1 (ms) £ p (3.61 ) 
where p = (em, o) and 
0 - W )  
Here, the transformation z^ (p) is the Lorentz transformation of Equation 
3.9, which takes the standard momentum p = (em, o) into p' = (ev/m^ + p^, 
0, 0, p),and r^Vp) is the rotation which takes the e^-direction into the 
p-direction. The operator corresponding to r^fp) may be written as 
RQCP) = RQ^(P) RQ^(P) = F^O^(P) RO^(P) (3'63) 
where R^^(p) acts only on the momentum dependence and R^^(p) only on the 
spin dependence. Clearly, L^^ (p) is related to the transformation (g) 
of Equation 3.8 by 
(2) = RO^(P)"^ (2) • (3-64) 
k ]  
Analogous to Equation 3.1 for the helicity states, the canonical 
states are seen to satisfy 
P^P^l(ms) e p X> = m^[(ms) € p 
W^W^j(ms) e p \> = -m^s (s+1 ) I  (ms) € p (3.65) 
P^l(ms) e p \> = p^l(ms) e p 
ê I (ms) e p = ei(ms) c p 
! (ms ) e P \ > = \ ! (ms ) t p \ > • 
where p° - cVm^ + ^ ^ .  Following a procedure similar to that used for 
the helicity states, the canonical states are seen to transform under a gen­
eral Lorentz transformation t(w) with operator L(w) as 
L(w) |p = S ({.(w))] I  (^) (3.66) 
where, in parallel with Equation 3.13, 
^[ 't(w)] =  i i p )  ^  t(w) (p) (3.67) 
is an element of the l i tt le group R(3). 
One could now proceed in a manner parallel to the preceding treat-
g 
ment of helicity states to generalize Foldy's canonical representation 
33 to a hyperplane. However, Macfarlane has shown that the canonical 
representation is related to the helicity representation by 
1 P(Z)C = 
= E [r^fp)] j p ,  (3.68) 
where (p) is the rotation operator of Equation 3.63 which acts only on 
the spin variables. Thus, the hyperplane generalization of canonical 
states may be made directly from the results of the helicity representation 
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general i  zation. 
In terms of the hyperplane helicity states of Equation 3.21, the 
hyperplane canonical states may be defined by 
| i;  p(2)c = p] iTi; P (3.69) 
= Z p)] p X)*» 
\ 
with r^tn; p) being the hyperplane rotation which takes p = [p^ ,  P^ ,  P^ ] 
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into the § -direction. From Equation 3.17 and the uni tarity of the 
rotation matrices, the normalization is seen to be the same as for helicity 
states : 
(T|; (ms')c' p' a'lTi;(ms ) G  pa> =2w(p) 6.. 6 ,  6 , 6* (p= '  -p' ) C 5 B C C A. A 
_ (3.70) 
with w(p) = vm^ + p' p' .  
Corresponding to Equation 3.30, the hyperplane canonical states may 
be written in terms of the superobserver momenta j (Tl)p' by 
Iv,; k(i l )  a(Ti)>^ = 111;  p(T,)  \ (T1)>^ 
(3.71 ) 
" \ P)] ; K(T|) \(IL)>^ . 
Moreover, the hyperplane helicity states are seen to be related to the 
conventional states by Equation 3.40, and this together with Equation 3.61 
and 3.71 imply that 
|Ti; k(-n,) A(n)>^ = P') L(Ti) L^^(P)''(P (3-72) 
where k^ = '  (?,) p'., = p^ - T^^(Ti p) and the are the corresponding 
hyperplane and superobserver operators of Equation 3.62. It then follows 
by the same argument as that leading up to Equation 3.55 that 
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1^ ;  k(T]) a(Ti) a(Tl)>^ = • (3-73) 
From Equation 3.66, i t  is then apparent that Equation 3.73 may be 
rewri t ten as 
|T|: kCn) = E D^[tU(Ti))Hp ^y^ (3.74) 
M 
where = p^ -  Tl^(T]p). I t  is now easi ly verif ied from Equation 2.27, 
2.28, and 3.63 that the hyperplane canonical state of Equation 3.73 satisf ies 
;  k = k^lTi;  k ay 
(3.75) 
J^' 1^; k a>^ = Q:| i i ;  k .  
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IV. LOCALIZED STATES ON A HYPERPLANE 
A. Non-RelativiStic Localized States 
In nonrelat ivist ic quantum mechanics, the coordinate representation 
of H for spinless part icles is well-defined, in that for each element 
fO of H over M ,  there is a unique Y of H over M ,  defined by the Fourier p p XX 
transformation 
y(x) = (2jt ) r d^p e'-G ~ (4.1) 
The manifolds M and M are. of course, the three-dimensional Eucl idean 
X p 
coordinate and momentum spaces, respectively, which are taken to be spanned 
12 3 by the observer's tr iad {e j  e ,  e }.  In part icular, i f  the basis states 
of Hp are taken to be the eigenstates of the momentum operator p' ,  as is 
usually the case, the corresponding basis states of are found to be 
Dirac distr ibutions, which are writ ten as 
u^ (x) = (2ir ) ^ fd^p e'"^ ~ o^ (4.2) 
o 
= 5^(2 -
for each point x in M .  These states are related to one another by 
~o X 
translat ions t ,  with operators T, so that i f  
t ( a ) : x - » x ' = x  +  a -  (4.3) 
then 
u , = T ( a ) u  =  T ( a  +  x ) u ,  (4.4) 
x' ~ x ~ ~ o 
1 2 3 
where u^ is the basis state defined over the origin of {e ,  e ,  e ]  and 
x'and X are arbitrary points in M .  ît also fol lows that the posit ion 
~ ~ X 
basis states of Equation 4.2 are " local ized" in the sense that 
(u_, ,  u.) = Pd^y u , "(jr) u (^) (4.5) 
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=  5 ^ ( 2 '  - 2 )  '  
The basis states of defined by Equation 4.2 are seen to be invariant 
under translations, rotations and Galilean transformations, by which all 
non-relativistic inertial observer's frames are related. Indeed, by 
uti l izing just the rotational and translational symmetry of the inertial 
observers, the generalization of Equation 4.2 to "localized' states of 
arbitrary spin may be derived. One needs only to postulate that, for 
given spin, there is a set S^fs) of "localized" states over the origin of 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) is a l inear set, and the elements of are related to the 
basis states of the spin s irreducible representation of the 
rotation group (or more generally, SU(2)) by a transformation of 
the type Equation 4.1; 
(b) is left invariant under rotations and spatial inversions; 
(c) A state generated from any element of by an arbitrary transla­
tion given by Equation 4.3 is orthogonal to all of the elements 
of S^; 
(d) The elements of are sufficiently continuous, so that the 
infinitesimal generators of the rotation group are applicable. 
Furthermore, i t  is seen that corresponding to each S^(s), there is a 
unique hermitian operator x', of which the elements of are eigenstates. 
This position operator satisfies the well-known commutation rules 
[p', x-j] = - is' j ,  
;  ;  (4-6)  
[x',  x4 = 0 ,  
and, acting in the momentum representation, is just 
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X P - ' 9/ BP; (4.7) 
The concept of "posit ion" as an observable in the nonre1 at ivist ic quantum 
mechanics is given by the principle that a state Y of H, which is 
postulated to contain al l  of the information known about a given physical 
system, may be expressed in the coordinate representation over as 
Moreover, the result of an experiment performed to determine the "posit ion" 
of the system described by the state Y is given by the "expectation" values 
of the coordinates: 
With the introduction of special relativity to quantum mechanics, 
the concept of "position" as an observable is somewhat confused by the 
appearance of several non-equivalent position operators, which have been 
classified the several operators under two categories: 
(1) "Point" operators, such as the "center of inertia" operator, 
which are covariantly defined in the sense that their classical 
analogues trace out world l ines which are independent of the 
observer's choice of reference frame; and 
(2) "Local" operators, such as the Newton-Wigner operator^, which 
have simultaneously commuting components. 
Fleming^^ has shown that in fact position operators cannot be both "point" 
with the quantity |Y(^)| d y being interpreted as the probabil i ty that 
the system be " local ized" within an inf initesimal volume d^y about 
< x ' >  -  (Y, X'Y) 
= d^x Y (js) X'Y(X) .  
(4.9) 
and Newton and Wigner 
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and " local" operators i f  they are constructed from the Poincaré generators 
alone. Moreover, Newton and Wlgner^ have proven that within an irreducible 
representation of the Poincaré group there is only one such " local" posit ion 
operator. 
In view of the interpretation of the quantum mechanics being presented 
herein, i t  seems appropriate to lend part icular attention to the results 
of Newton and V/igner^, since the relat ion 
[x', xJ] = 0 (4.10) 
allows for the construction of a basis for a "posit ion" representation 
H over M ,  the elements of which are each simultaneous eigenstates of the X X' 
x'. 
Unfortunately, the defining postulate for the Newton-Wigner " local ized" 
states^ prohibits the states from transforming covariantly under Lorentz 
transformations in the usual sense. That is, the local ized states used 
for the bases of by two inert ial observers, whose frames are related by 
a Lorentz transformation, are not themselves related by a Lorentz trans­
formation. However, the hyperplane formalism provides a part ial solut ion to 
this di lemma, in that i t  provides a means by which local ized states used 
by an arbitrary inert ial observer may be writ ten in terms of his hyperplane 
parameters, which are then transcribed into parameters used by the supei— 
observer. Of course, the hyperplane formalism adds nothing new to the 
concept of local ization as such, but i t  does provide for a manifestly 
covariant real ization of local ized states and the corresponding posit ion 
operator. 
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B. The Relativistic Localized States of Newton and Wigner 
In constructing their localized states, Newton and Wigner^ have 
postulated that in order to form 9 position representation basis for 
2 
elementary systems, such states must transform within the m >0 
irreducible representations of the Poincarê group. This implies that such 
states may be partially labelled by the mass, spin, and sign of the energy. 
34 However, the Bargmann-Wigner representation of H^, which is used by 
Newton and Wigner^ to define by a transformation analogous to Equation 
4.1, does not immediately provide for such a convenient labell ing, in 
that the solutions of the wave equation 
70,"^ P,^ Y = M Y (4.11 ) 
are not in fully reduced form. As a consequence, the resulting localized 
states and corresponding position operator take relatively complicated 
forms. 
In this development, however, the helicity formalism wil l be used, 
since i t provides a more convenient labell ing scheme for states which 
transform within a given irreducible representation of the Poincarê 
group. Indeed, i t  wil l be seen that in terms of the canonical representa­
t ion, which is related to the helicity representation by a rotation of 
the type given in Equation 3.63, the resulting localized states and 
position operator are of especially simple forms. Of course, since the 
Newton-Wigner^ states are unique, and there exists a transformation, given 
35 34 by Pursey ,  which relates the Bargmann-Wigner representation with the 
helicity representation, one may in principle derive the results found 
herein from the Newton-Wigner^ results. Fortunately, though, the 
convenience of the helicity formalism allows one to retrace the development 
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of Newton and Wigner^ with much less diff iculty. 
In parallel with the nonrelativistic treatment, the set S^fs) of 
states localized at the origin of the tetrad {e*^: iJ. = 0, 1, 2, 3] in 
may be written as a superposition of (2s + l)-helicity states: 
l(ms) e 0, a; Ol_= E- T dp (g)|(ms) e p .  (4.12) 
Here, dp is the Lorentz invariant volume element[2w(p)] ^d^p and the 
functions ^(p) remain to be determined, as does the range of the 
parameter a. 
The sets of states S^(s) over each point (x°, x) in may now be 
defined in terms of the states of S^(s) of Equation 4.12 via the transla­
tion t (x°, x) with operator T(t) given by Equation 2.35: 
j(ms) e x, a; x°> = T(t)j(ms) e 0 a ; 0^ (4.13) 
where t(x°, x):(0, 0) -, (x°, x) .  (4.14) 
Since helicity states transform under translations as 
u  
T(t)l(ms) € p \V^= e |(ms) e p 
Equation 4.12 together with Equation 4.15 imply 
(4.15) 
i(ms) e xG; x^^ = % r dp (jg)e I (ms) e p (4*16) 
where p° = evm^ the following discussion, the labels m, s, 
and £ wil l be suppressed, and x° ~ t. 
in order to uniquely define localized states, Newton and Wigner^ have 
postulated that the set of states defined by Equation 4.12 satisfies the 
following conditions; 
(a') The set S^(s) is a l inear set; 
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( b '  )  T h e  b e t  S g ( s )  i s  i n v a r i a n t  u n d e r  r o t a t i o n s  a b o u t  t h e  o r i g i n  
a n d  u n d e r  s p a t i a l  a n d  t e m p o r a l  i n v e r s i o n s ;  
(c' ) A state define^ over an arbitrary point (0, x) of by 
Equation 4.16 is orthogonal to each state of S^; 
(d') The states of satisfy certain continuity conditions, so 
that the infinitesimal generators of the Poincaré group are 
applicable. 
These postulates are seen to be direct generalizations of conditions (a) 
through (d) for localized states in the nonrelativistic treatment. 
Under the "locality" postulate (c'), one sees that, from Equations 
4.12 and 4.16, together with the orthogonality of the helicity states 
Equation 3.2, 
<0  a '  ;  Olx ,  a ;  0) = % r dp (£) e'2'2 
^ ' (4.17) 
so that the must satisfy 
% 4^2'(e) 2"(e) 4310- (4.i8) 
Moreover, the rotational invariance of imposed by postulate (b') 
implies that for an arbitrary rotation r(aP7) with operator R(r), the 
states of Equation 4.12 must satisfy 
R(r)jO, a ;  0> = r (r) {O a ' ; 0> ,  (4. IS) 
where the coefficients may depend only on the rotation r and the spin s ,  
and the sum is over the entire range of the parameter a'. It wil l be 
assumed at this point that the range of a is in fact the range of the heli-
cit iesj from -s to s by integral steps, and that, at most, the coefficients 
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C ( r )  a r e  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  r o t a t i o n  m a t r i x  D ( r )  b y  a  f i x e d  u n i t a r y  t r a n s f o r m a ­
t i o n  U  :  
C^(r) = U"^ D^(r) U .  (4.20) 
These assumptions wil l be seen to be justif ied when i t  is shown that, 
with this choice, the states defined by Equation 4.12 form a basis for 
S^. In particular, there is no loss in generality in taking 
so that 
R(r)(0, a' 0> = E (r)|0, a'; 0^ (4.21) 
A' 
By using the transformation property of the helicity states Equation 3.5, 
together with Equations 4.12 and 4.21, i t  follows that 
R(r)|0, a; 0) = % r dp c^f^(r) (|»^^(r"^£) |£ 
' (4.22) 
= T DP (E) (R)LE 
oc  \  
so that the must satisfy 
(r"') (£) oJpCi-) •  .  ('••23) 
or, by using the uni tarity of the rotation matrices. 
Thus, by noting the similarity of Equation 4.23 with the transformation 
property of the rotation matrix D[r^(p)], 
D[r^(r 'p)] = D(r ') D [r^fp)] D(r) ,  (4.25) 
where r'^(p) is the rotation which takes the p-direction into the e^-
direction, and the uni tarity condition 
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ED (r"^) D fr) = s D (r) D ,  (r) 
V wv ^ vk vl (4,26) 
one is Jed to choose 
(^) = (2«) ^2W(£)' . (4.27) 
It is now a simple matter to verify that, with this choice of both the 
localization condition of Equation 4.3 8 and  t he  r o ta t i ona l  symmet r y  condi­
t ion of Equation 4.24 are satisfied. 
The localized states defined by Equation 4.12 may now be written as 
[0 , a ' ; 0 )  =  (2n)"3/2 %  r  [ r ^ ( p ) ] ! p  '  ( 4 - 2 8 )  
X VLZW(P) 
However, by recall ing the relationship between the helicity representation 
and the canonical representation, given by Equation 3.68 as 
\ 2  =  Z [R^/P)] 1^ , (4.29) 
the localized state of Equation 4.12 may be written in an even simpler 
form as 
jo, a ;  0> = (2*)-3/2 \ ^ cc ) ^  T (4.30) 
Hence, as with the canonical representation, the parameter a is to be 
interpreted as the component of spin in the e^-directi on. 
g 
Foldy has shown that, under space inversion P and Wigner t ime 
reversal the canonical states transform according to 
PM 2 ^->C = e'*P (e)^^|e \>^ 
T|C 2 -E -\>C 
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where 9 and 0 (e ) are f ixed phases. Hence, from Equation 4.30, the 
P T 
localized states of S are seen to transform as 
o 
Pl(ms) e 0 a; ON = e'^P(e I (ms) e 0 a; 0") 
(4.32) 
T|(ms) e 0 (%; 0> = (-1 |(ms)e 0 -a; 0\, 
so that with the choice Equation 4.27 for postulate (b' ) is 
completely satisfied, as are postulates (a') and (d'). 
Jn order to show that the (2s+1)-states of Equation 4.30 form a 
basis for S^(s), i t  is sufficient to show that there is no additional state 
0 which is in S^(s) such that 
(0, a; > = 0 (4.33) 
for each -s ^ s.Since the canonical states form a basis for the given 
irreducible representation of the Poincaré group, any such state may be 
written as 
= % dp %%a(e)|e '  (4.34) 
where 
TAA(E) = (E ' (4.35) 
Then, from Equations 3«2 and 4.30, one sees that 
(Oa; OlY )  .  (2,)-3/2 (4-36) 
• v2w(p) 
= 0 
for all -s s s. However, since is in S^, i t  must be orthogonal 
to each element of S translated by an arbitrary distance x. In 
o '  ~ 
particular. 
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(X a; 0|Y ) = (2%)-3/2 T i l f  Y_a(g) eT'C'^ (4.3 7) 
'  Vzwfp) 
= 0 
for X ^ 0. Then, by combining Equation 4.36 with Equation 4.3 7, 
» d^p e-l2'2 = 0 (4.38) 
Zw (p)  
for all X. But [w(^)] '  is well-defined, so that any such state 
must identically vanish. Hence, the set of (2s+l)-states given by 
Equation 4.30 form a basis for S^(s). By the same argument, the set 
of states defined by Equation 4.16 over each x = (x° = t, x) of form 
a basis for the set over x. I t must be stressed, however, that from 
condition (c'), the sets are localized only with respect to other sets 
S^i over the same instantaneous hyperplane. Due to the extra factor 
e which would appear in the inner product (f x a' |  0 0 a^, i t  is 
clear that sets over two different instantaneous hyperplanes are not 
orthogonal. Thus, the "time" parameter t  is seen as a label specifying 
the particular hyperplane over which the sets are defined, instead of 
an eigenvalue-like parameter as are the x'. However, in the Heisenberg 
picture only the states on the instantaneous hyperplane with t = 0 need 
be considered, so there wil l be no need to further label the sets S by 
X 
the instantaneous hyperplane time. 
The localized states over an arbitrary point x = (0, x) on the 
instantaneous hyperplane are, from Equations 4,16 and 4.3 0, 
a; 0\ = (2%)"3/2 e'£*~ \ p  a )  . (4.39) 
v/2w(p) 
Equation 4.39 may now be inverted in the usual way to yield 
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\pa)^ = (2%)"3/2 V2w(p) r d^x jxa; 0> (4.40) 
and 
C(E«' WA; 0> = A; 0|JEQ!')^' = 
V  2 w ( p )  
The hermit Fan position operator of which the localized states of Equa­
tion 4.30 are eigenstates may now be constructed in a manner similar to that 
used by Newton and Wigner^. On the t = 0 instantaneous hyperplane, the 
operators x ' (t=0)(i = 1,2,3) are defined by 
x ' (o)|xa' 0^ = x' jx a' ON. (4.42) 
From Equation 4.39, this may be rewritten as 
x ' (o) |x a' 0^ = (2it) x'e'-S*'^ \ Jg Cï)^. • (4.43) 
v 2w 
One now needs only to note that 
x'e'-^ ~ 1 r 1 â ip'x. ( T ® ' 
•/IW VZW ' 
'  ôp' v^w 3p' 
1 - IP'X 
. - } t_El ] (4.44) 
9p. 2w^ v2w 
to see that the momentum space representation of the x' (o) is given by 
1 I ' 
x' (o) = -y [ T— + I  . (4.45) 
' 'PJ 2W 
This is exactly the same result as that found by Newton and Wigner^, but 
which in their case is applicable only to the spin-zero irreducible repre­
sentations. Due to the choice of the canonical representation in this 
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development, however, the position operator of Equation 4.45 may be applied 
within the irreducible representations for any spin and for either sign 
of the energy. 
The commutation rules satisfied by the x'(o) are readily found from 
Equation 4.45 to be 
[x ' ,  x4 = 0 ,  (4.46) 
[x ' ,  H]  = iô ' - i  ,  (4.47) 
as prevfously shown by Newton and Wfgner^. 
in the Heisenberg picture, the position operator at instantaneous 
hyperplane time t is given by 
x' (t) = t"^ (t) X' (o) T(t) (4.48) 
where T(t) is the purely t ime-like translation operator 
T(t) = e"'tP .  (4.49)  
By using the identity 
e^ 0 e ^ = 0 + [A, O] + [A, [A, o] ]  (4.50) 
+ (higher order commutators} 
with A = I  tP° and 0 = x' (o), one finds that 
x ' (t) = x ' (o) + it[P°, x ' (o)] .  (4.51)  
However, when applied within a given irreducible representation, the 
operator P° may be replaced by a/P'P'+ and i t  then follows that 
[P°, x ' ]  = - i  PVP° .  (4.52) 
Hence, Equation 4.51 takes the well-known form^* 
x '  ( t )  = x '  (o) + tp ' /p°  , (4.53 ) 
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from which the components of the "velocity" of a relat ivist ic part icle 
described by the state are given by 
( f !  v' 1Y> = l im (Y! ^ ^ !Y> 
t_4 ^ (4.54) 
= <Y}P'/P°l¥> .  
Furthermore, from Equation 4.46 and 4.48 i t  is seen that 
[x ' ( t ) ,  X-j( t ) ]  = T" \ t ) [x '(o), X-j(o)] T(t)  = 0 (4.55) 
so that the uncertainty principle 
AX' AX-^' a (Y|[x'(t), XJ (t)] 
(4.56) 
= 0 
permits the simultaneous measurement of the three coordinates of "posit ion" 
of an elementary system, "posit ion" being defined in the sense of Newton 
and Wigner^. 
Unfortunately, the very condit ion (postulate (c'))which has al lowed 
for the construction of the local ized states and corresponding posit ion 
operator has prevented the local ized states and posit ion operator from 
transforming covariantly in the usual sense under Lorentz transformations, 
as can be seen from Equation 4.45. Although this non-covariance appears to 
be an undesireable feature of the Newton-Wigner^ development, such is often 
preferred to the non-local i ty of the other interpretations of posit ion 
which are covariantly defined. However, the macroscopic observer's concept 
of covariance remains intact, and may be ful ly exploited via the hyper-
plane formalism. indeed, upon noting that the symmetry condit ions (b') 
and the local i ty condit ion (c') are instantaneous hyperplane invariants, 
i t  now seems automatic that one should general ize the Newton-Wigner^ 
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development to an arbitrary hyperplane, and thus attain a manifestly 
coveriant realization of the non-covariant localized states. 
C. The Hyperplane Localized States 
In order to generalize the results of Newton and Wigner^ to an arbi­
trary hyperplane observer, i t  is f irst necessary to reformulate the defining 
postulates (b') and (c') in terms of the hyperplane observer's quantum 
mechanics. Of course, conditions (a') and (d') are hyperplane independent, 
so remain unchanged. As was the case with the development of the hyper­
plane he]icity states, the hyperplane observer wil l define all indexed 
quantit ies with respect to the special tetrad defined by Equation 2.2, 
and all states and functions wil l be labelled by T1 in order to specify 
the tetrad to which the parameters refer. The notation for primed indices 
and brackets instead of parentheses to distinguish vector components wil l 
also be retained. 
In parallel with Equation 4.12 the hyperplane localized states wil l 
f irst be defined over the origin as a superposition of the hyperplane 
helicity states of Equation 3.48: 
I ' l l ,  0; (ms) e 0 Q!> = Z r dp [T|; o] \t\; (ms) e p (4.57) 
where dp - [2 w(p)] '  dp' dp^ dp^ and p = [p' ,  p^ ,  p^ ] is the 
momenta as seen by the hyperplane observer. The states over an arbitrary 
point [x° = T, X ] are defined by 
| t V T; (ms) € X = T(t ) | T j ,  0; (ms) £ 0 a) (4.58) 
where 
t:[0, O] [T, X] ,  (4.59) 
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the parameter r being the hyperplane observer's "time" parameter. The 
translation operator T(t) is given by Equation 2.34 in terms of the 
hyperplane parameters and Poincaré generators. In parallel with 
Equation 4.16, the general state is then given by 
I", r; (ms) t X = r "dp ["H; e |^;(ms)c p 
^ (4.60) 
where p° = c w (p) = cv + p' 'p' '  .  As was the case with the development 
for the instantaneous hyperplane, the labels m, s, and 6 = £ (T1) wil l be 
suppressed when there is no ambiguity. 
The postulates of Newton and Wigner^ may now be generalized to an 
arbitrary hyperplane observer's quantum mechanics by: 
(b") The hyperplane set S^(T; s) localized at the origin is invariant 
under hyperplane rotations and hyperplane spatial and temporal 
i  nvers ions ;  
(c") A state defined over an arbitrary point [O, x] of by 
Equation 4.60 is orthogonal to each and state of S^CTI; s) ;  
and with conditions (a") and (b") being identical with conditions (a'] and 
(d" )» The argument leading to the choice of satisfactory hyperplane 
functions È ["n; p] follows in exact parallel with that presented in the i\0. 
preceding section, the only difference being the replacement of the 
instantaneous hyperplane parameters c, and p^ by the corresponding 
hyperplane parameters -^ (~), xC^) and p^ .  The hyperplane result 
corresponding to Equation 4.2/ is, in terms of the hyperplane parameters, 
9 FN, F)] (4.61) 
where r^p) is the hyperplane rotation which takes p = [p^ ,  p^ ,  p^ ] 
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into the -direction, and w (g) = v'+ p' '  p' ' \  
In terms of the hyperplane helicity states, the localized states of 
Equation 4.57 take the form 
j-n, 0; Oa> = (2x)-3/2% r 7^(p) [t1; r^(^, p] jn; p (4.62) 
or, in terms of the hyperplane observer's canonical states, 
Itv 0 ;  O a )  =  1^. g a) .  (4.63) 
V2w(p) 
; I 
The hyperplane states over arbitrary x are correspondingly given by 
|T, 0; X = (2%)-3/2 r dfp ^ip x ^ .  (4.64) 
~ v2w(p) 
with the hyperplane observer's position operator given as 
x' (T) = X* (o) + (4.65) 
P" 
with 
I 1 ^ '  
X (O) = -T + ^2- ] ' (4.66) 
'  3P;' 2w, (p) 
in order to now write the hyperplane states of Equation 4.62 in terms 
of the superobserver's momenta and space-time parameters, i t  is necessary 
to recall the following relations: 
I?,; (ms) c  (-n) k ' " ( -n )  \ (T \ ) )^  - |n.; (ms) c (T )  p' (n )  \ ( ^ ) \_  (3 -30 )  
and the invariant volume element of Equation 3«3 7j 
d; .  6(Tlk) ^ (4.67) 
where 
K* = (S;,)" P'' = ;(T^ P'' (4.68) 
is the hyperplane three-momentum as described by the superobserver. With 
6 i  
the defî nî tî on 
jr^, 0; (ms) e (Tj) 0 3) = |tI j 0; (ms) e (tî) 0 0:% (4.69) 
Equation 4.63 may thus be written in terms of the superobserver momenta 
parameters as 
0; 0 a\ = (2n)"3/2 ^ ^ a) (4.70) 
" /2w(k) c 
where w(k) - s/m^ - k '  .  
I d  
The general states over the point x = [x° ,  x' ] = (x°' x') are then 
found by applying to Equation 4.63 the hyperplane translation t(T|; ), 
wi th operator 
T('n; t) = (2.35) 
where 
A: lu ,  y ] '  o' Y = -T ; (TL) X , T = X J 
(4.71 ) 
and X" = YW + T^T .  
The hyperplane generalization of Equation 4.16 is then seen to be 
f t  r ;  y ( - n ) a ( T , ) > =  ( 2 » ) - 3 / 2  ^  , - i [ y „ k ' ' 4 t w ( k ) T ]  
- /2w(k) I  '  / / 
X |TI; k (-n) «(H,))^ • 
Since the Heisenberg picture is being used herein, i t  wil l only be necessary 
to consider states over the hyperplane for which T = 0. 
The hyperplane localization condition corresponding to that given by 
Equation 4.7 is, in terms of the hyperplane states, 
,  0; y :  a '  0; y  a> = 5^,^ 5^[T|; y' - y] (4.73) 
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w h e r e ,  w i t h  E q u a t i o n  4 . 7 1 ,  t h e  h y p e r p l a n e  D i r a c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  y ' - y J  
i s  g i  v e n  b y  
y.-y] ,  (2.)-3 rdp-'dp^'dp^' p" (x' '-x' ' '  ) 
. (2«)-';D\A(-/<) Y'-). 
(4.74) 
! f  the superobserver redefines the coordinate dependence of hyperplane 
I I 
functions F(x ) by 
FTT,; y^l -  y^] = F[X' ] ,  (4.75) 
i t  follows immediately from Equation 4.74 that 
f[t i; y^] = rd\' 6("ny') y'^l- (4.76) 
For the special case of the instantaneous hyperplane, of course, 
(-) = 6^ and V V 
yCn) =  ( 0 ,  x') = [0, x'] (4.77) 
and 
S^L?; y^ - y = 5^ (x - x') .  (4.78) 
As is the case with local ized states on an instantaneous hyperplane, 
the local ization cri terion of Equation 4.73 applies only to states defined 
over a given hyperplane, with normal r i  and hyperplane "t ime" T .  Neither do 
the hyperplane local ized states transform covarîantly under hyperplane 
Lorentz transformations /^(~; w), as is seen from the non-covariance of the 
local ization condit ion Equation 4.73- However, the sets S (^0 for al l  '  
and al l  x £ do furnish a manifestly covariant real ization of local ized 
states in the sense that the superobserver has, by Equation 4.72, a basis 
set for the "posit ion" representation over, for each inert ia) frame. 
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The hyperplane position operator used by the superobserver may now 
be defi ned by 
Y^(^, T )  = (TO X : ' ( T )  (4.79) 
where the hyperplane operator X' (T) has been given by 
i  ' 
X (T) = x' (o) + — (4*65) 
X' "  (o) = - l-R  + V ] . (4.66) 
'  aP;, 2*2 (p) 
From Equation 2.29, K^(^) = ( ti)p' and H ( ti) = P° ,  so that Equation 
4.79 becomes 
H(T)  
10 
Y^('N, T) = Y^(TI, O) + .  (4.80) 
the local hyperplane operator f irst written in this form by Fleming 
Here, 
Y^(Ti, 0) = - t  i(n) [ I— + P ] .  (4.81) 
i  OP;, 2w (p) 
In terms of the hyperplane momenta .  (T;) p' ,  it then follows 
immediately that 
0) = - J ] . ;^.82) 
'  2w^(k) 
The connection between the hyperplane states localized over the origin 
and the instantaneous hyperplane localized states may now be demonstrated. 
From Equation 4.70 with the connection between the respective hyperplane 
and superobserver canonical states given by Equation 3'71, i t  follows that 
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0 ;  O a ( v ) )  =  (2n) f dk V 2w (k) * |T| ;  k(T^%(^)^^ (4.83) 
= (2K)"3/2 rd~, ,/2w(p' f | i ; p'(lX%(l))c 
where k^ = .  (t) p' '  .  By taking p' = ,? ^(T^p and inserting the result 
of Equation 3.73, Equation 4.83 becomes 
11, 0; 0a(vjy = (2%)"3/2 Jd(^"^£)v'2w(^-'py L(TI) | ^  ^P^>c  
= (2*)"3/2 J dp V2w(t-1g)' L(Ti)|a"'p)a>^ (4.84) 
where (^_, ^^) is the spatial part of the foui—momentum t  ^ (l)p. By noting 
that 
'p) = s/m^ - i j  p^p^ 
= J J - (g^v -
- ("Hp) = 'T]°w(jg) - ,  (4.85) 
and using Equation l . lh. Equation 4.84 becomes 
I?, 0; T\[dp V2('np)' 0^2 [t=(t(T )^] 
X |p 3 .  (4.86) 
Here, t" (t(^)) i  s the rotation given by Equation 3-67, which is momentum 
dependent. By applying the inversion Equation 4.40 to Equation 4.86, the 
connection is thus seen to be 
j% 0; 0 a(q)) = s r d^x (Tt; x)jx P; 0> (4.87) 
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where 
C (1: x) = (2,)-3 [• d3p/^D= [f e-'P-* (4.88) 
p-t ^ w(p) P" 
For the special case of the instantaneous hyperplane, = 6^^ 
so that 
TU(^)) = 1 , 
D^r = ôgQ,, (4.89) 
and (TIP) = w(p) = VnF + • 
Then, Equation 4.88 reduces to 
Y^(T|; x) = 6pQ,(27r) ^ Jd^p t  2 
= 5^ 6^(x) (4.90) 
so that Equation 4.87 becomes the identi ty 
|TI, 0; 0 a (T|)> = jx = 0 a; 0> .  (4.91) 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
As pointed out in Chapter 1, Fleming's^^'^^ hyperplane formalism 
is seen to provide a convenient prescription by which the equivalent 
observer representations of "5] may be related. In particular, one of 
the representations is taken as a standard, that being the "superobserver" 
representation with the basis tetrad [e^: ^ = 0, I , 2, 3} in Mp and 
All other representations are then specified by designating the 
corresponding basis tetrads in M and M as the hyperplane tetrads of 
P X 
Equation 2.3. In general, an arbitrary hyperplane tetrad is given by 
everywhere replacing Tl with r(T])Tl, where r(T]) is the hyperplane rotation 
connecting that tetrad with the special tetrad of Equation 2.3. The 
connection between the various elements and of the representations 
2 and those of the standard are then seen to follow in a straight-
11 ^ 
forward manner. 
In terms of the hyperplane basis tetrads so designated, the elements 
of the operator space ci^ of an arbitrary representation of Z may thus 
be expressed within the space of the superobserver's representation 
^ by replacing the canonical operators P^, with the supercanon: eel 
operators H(Tt), and N^(t]) of Equation 2.22. Of course, such 
a realization of covariance within the representation is made at the 
expense of introducing a certain redundancy, the resolution of which is 
provided by the constraints 
(TIK) = (T|J) = (TIN) = 0. (5.1) 
The usual convention in the case of such constraints is to take the 
space-like components of the operators to be independent, with the time­
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l ike parts well-defined by 
A° = -n .  A/ (5.2) 
with and (/a = 0, 1 ^  2, 3 ) ,  and where 'n® s 1. It is 
thus apparent that all elements of n which can be written as combinations 
Ti  
of the Poincaré generators may be reexpressed as elements of as 
combinations of the supercanonica 1 operators, of special interest being 
the operators for the Poincaré transformations. 
In parallel with Equation 2.29 giving the supercanonica! operators, 
one may reexpress all elements of Q_ as corresponding elements of by 
M -1 
.... O(^) _ . .. o' 'J' 
oi (S-3 )  
0(?) = 0 
for operators in Q_ which are labelled at most by the space-like hyperplane 
' i  
: I o' 
triad : i '  = 1, 2, 3} and the unit vector ç ~ respectively. I t is 
apparent that, due to the definit ion Equation 2.4 of the transformation 
there is a constraint of the form 
0 
for each "component" label. 
Finally, the hyperplane formalism has enabled one to represent the 
elements of as elements of 1+^ for each hyperplane Tt, in the sense that 
such a correspondence is conveniently given for the respective basis 
states. Moreover, the transformation properties of these states are given 
with respect to the corresponding transformations of o as appear in fr^ so 
I t  :  ;  
there is no ambiguity as to the interpretation of such states and their 
parametri zations. 
The role played by the hyperplane formalism in the mathematical 
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structure Xi is seen to be that of providing a convenient prescription by 
whi ch 
(1) The various equivalent structure representations of Z may be 
specified, once a standard representation has been chosen; 
(2) The elements of an arbitrary representation so designated 
may be reexpressed as elements of the standard representation. 
Thus, a manifestly covariant realization of the superobserver representation 
2^ of E is readily available for the description of an arbitrary inertial 
observer's measurement process. 
In the development of the hyperplane formalism contained herein, i t  
is to be res tressed that the concept of "hyperplane" has been treated 
entirely as a macroscopic entity, with no inference being made as to 
the possible intrinsic properties of the various physical systems under 
observation. The manifolds M and M over which the representations of 
X p 
the quantum mechanics are defined are those macroscopic pseudo-Euclidean 
spaces defined as the continuous abstract extensions of the observer's 
measurement devices. As such, no interpretation is made as to the 
"meaning" of local space-time as a physical entity. It is indeed question­
able whether any such physical parallel of hyperplanes in the domain of 
microscopic systems may be at all meaningful. Such questions are left 
open for future considerations. 
However, several immediate applications of the hyperplane results do 
present themselves, one of which being the construction of direct-product 
hyperplane momentum states as a preliminary step in the development of a 
hyperplane S-matrix theory. In the construction of such states one may 
3 3  3 7  follow either the canonical development given by Macfarlane and McKerrell 
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24 
or the helicity treatment given by Wick .  Parallel to the development in 
Chapter I II, the hyperplane direct product states may be defined with respect 
to the hyperplane tetrad : u = 0,1,2,3} of Equation 2.3 by 
k^^ij ^2^2^ ^ ITj» P]\^7 ^2^2^ (5» 5) 
where ^nd k2'" = j (l l)P2' are the respective hyperplane 
3-momenta as seen by the superobserver. The two-"particle" angular mo­
mentum states may then be defined as the direct hyperplane generalization 
33 3 7 
of the instantaneous hyperplane results of Macfarlane ,  McKerrell ,  and 
Wick^^. The three-"particle" hyperplane states may be constructed by the 
same generalization. Hyperplane S-matrix elements wil l then take the form 
(Tl ;  k'\ '  |S| k XÏ 
where, as an element of the operator S wil l in general depend on the 
choice of hyperplane. A procedure parallel to that given by Jacob and 
Q 
Wick may then be used to arrive at the hyperplane-dependent helicity 
amplitudes, in terms of which hyperplane scattering cross-sections may be 
determined. 
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